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Abstract. Today, a new infrastructure provisioning approach called
Cloud Elasticity is evolving, covering three dimensions of elasticity:
resource, cost, and quality. Recently, Cloud Elasticity has been utilized
for Business Process Enactment in the Cloud as the involved services
face highly volatile demand levels. Through treating the three dimensions equally, so-called Elastic (Business) Processes can be achieved, i.e.,
by leasing and releasing resources on-demand, and customer’s requirements regarding quality and cost can now be met more easily. However,
information technology infrastructures are now counted as a problem
linked to global warming, and accounting for energy eﬃciency is an adequate response towards “Green” initiatives. This paper is focused on
the fulﬁllment of the principles of Green Computing and Green Business
Process Management on the basis of Cloud Elasticity to support Elastic
Processes. We describe an approach for the enactment of energy-eﬃcient
Elastic Processes by means of the ViePEP platform.
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Introduction

Contemporary data centers are complex systems that allow to organize the uninterrupted operation of server and telecommunication facilities. Data centers have
to meet the demands of highly converged infrastructures. These can be represented as a fusion of two current trends in Information and Communication
Technologies (ICT) – maximization of eﬃciency and improving the ability to
adapt to business dynamics. Cloud Elasticity is an approach used to identify
and to implement on-demand runtime adjustment of infrastructural components of Cloud-based data centers through three dimensions: resource, quality,
and cost elasticity [1]. Business Process Enactment describes the execution of
(potentially resource-intensive) tasks that become dominating in business and
scientiﬁc domains. ICT infrastructures featuring Cloud Elasticity allow to deploy
resource-intensive tasks on-demand and provide a foundation for so-called “Elastic Processes” [2].
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The resource dimension of Cloud Elasticity has a correlation with Quality
of Service (QoS), i.e. quality elasticity, in a sense that on-demand leasing and
releasing of resources has to be done with regard to QoS constraints. The third
dimension is cost elasticity which implies using dynamic pricing to change the
costs for the provisioned resources meeting QoS constraints [1].
In the last decade, the problem of energy eﬃciency of ICT infrastructures
has gained much attention by both the software industry and the research community. This can be traced back to a noticeable growth of ICT infrastructures
and an increase of energy prices. Hence, a necessity for the analysis of energy
eﬃciency is obvious. In fact, aspects of environmental sustainability, reduction
of use of harmful materials, and minimization of energy consumption are the
main goals of an evolving paradigm named Green ICT [3]. European research
and innovation programmes involve considerable eﬀorts and funding for energy,
resource, and waste eﬃciency of Green ICT area. For example, the FP7 project
Adapting Service lifeCycle towards EﬃcienT Clouds (ASCETiC)1 is aimed at
minimizing energy consumption by means of optimization of design, implementation, and monitoring of the software in Clouds. Experimental Awareness of
CO2 in Federated Cloud Sourcing (ECO2Clouds)2 also aims at the optimization
of CO2 emissions and of energy consumption. Another project, Context-Aware
Cloud Topology Optimization and Simulation (CACTOS)3 is focused on the heterogeneity of data center hardware and on the delivery of Cloud-based applications taking into account overall energy consumption. Finally, EU Horizon2020
project Self-Organizing, Self-Managing Heterogeneous Cloud (CloudLightning)4
plans to implement resource provisioning approaches within Clouds to reduce
power consumption and deliver savings to Cloud providers and Cloud consumers.
Still, energy eﬃciency aspects of Business Process Enactment using Cloudbased computational resources are not explicitly addressed, since the aforementioned EU projects are concentrated around the idea of optimization of the use
of Cloud resources, without addressing Business Process Management (BPM)
aspects.
Cloud-based BPM oﬀers to companies Platform-as-a-Service or Softwareas-a-Service solutions for process support within agile Cloud infrastructures [4].
Consolidation of Cloud and BPM follows a MinMax optimization approach: minimization of capital and infrastructure expenses and maximization of ﬂexibility
and reaction towards rapid changes of the demands of the customers [5]. Green
BPM [3,6] is based on mapping the requirements of Green Computing to BPM.
The novelty of this approach is emphasized by the non-existence of sophisticated
approaches, and potential challenges in the area do not take into consideration
Cloud-based aspects.
This paper is aimed at investigating the principles of Green BPM, especially
in the ﬁeld of energy management techniques. In an earlier work, we described the
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Vienna Platform for Elastic Processes (ViePEP) [5,7,8] – a BPM-driven system
that allows to model and enact Elastic Processes taking into account the whole
BPM lifecycle. ViePEP provides the functionality to select services for service
orchestration, i.e., business processes, with regard to Cloud Elasticity. ViePEP
performs optimization of scheduling and resource provisioning. In this work we
extend the components of ViePEP to meet the requirements of Green BPM,
speciﬁcally to address the energy eﬃciency problem.
Our contributions in this work are: (1) we consider the state-of-the-art in
the area of consolidation of the Cloud and BPM technologies meeting “Green”
principles, in particular, energy eﬃciency; (2) we discuss extensions to the Elastic
Process lifecycle with regard to Cloud Elasticity and energy eﬃciency; (3) we
show how extensions to the components can be implemented in ViePEP.
The remainder of this work is organized as follows: we give our comment
on the related work in the ﬁeld of energy eﬃciency in the Cloud with regard
to “Green” principles (Sects. 2 and 3). We propose an extension to our former work on Elastic Process scheduling to integrate energy eﬃciency techniques
(Sect. 4), which is followed by an overview of the implementation of the reasoning mechanism by means of ViePEP (Sect. 5). Last but not least, we identify
open challenges in the area and present an outlook on our future work (Sect. 6).

2

Related Work

The interest towards Cloud Elasticity is characterized by a rapid change of the
demands to ICT services and is enforced by Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
Elasticity in power consumption based on the automatic predictive and reactive
policies for resource resizing is considered in [9]. The problem of autonomous
resource provisioning in Cloud Computing is addressed in [10], where service
deployment is introduced as a control system with a closed loop, and Virtual
Machines (VMs) are allocated in a way the total count of VMs is minimized.
Dynamic reallocation of VM proposed in [11] shows how to migrate VMs and
shut down servers using heuristics.
Research work in the area of Cloud and BPM integration regarding Green
ICT aspects is still at the beginning. State-of-the-art research in energy eﬃciency in Cloud Computing can be divided into three main directions: hardware-,
software-, and communication-oriented. Crucial research questions within these
directions are virtualization and abstraction in data centers, mechanisms for soft
turning-oﬀ system network components and design of new communication protocols, and elaboration of new replication and data storage algorithms, implementation of plug-in applications and energy-control centers [12]. The same approach
of virtualization in data centers for energy consumption minimization, but with
respect to the requirement to maintain high QoS levels, is considered in [11].
Management issues on Green ICT, namely an infrastructure for Cloud monitoring [13], a Green Cloud framework [14], and a data center architecture [15]
present the concept of VM consolidation to collect from physical servers data
dealing with energy consumption. The ﬁrst step of server consolidation management is to analyze server workload and then to decide on which physical
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machine to migrate servers and which to shut down. There are energy management schemes to be considered as challenging in the area: voltage scaling [16,17],
frequency scaling [11], and dynamic turn-oﬀ [11,12]. These energy management
schemes are intended to reactively change the voltage and frequency during the
operation time of CPUs depending on their utilization level.
Green ICT’s main objective is to reduce carbon emissions. The correlation
between CO2 emissions and power consumption is shown in [18]. Two metrics
dealing with energy (and CO2 emissions) are considered: per bit of data transfer
and per second of task execution. However, there is no suggestion how to apply
this model and how to measure these two energy parameters.
Another point of view of workload management [19] considers temperature
awareness and focuses on the analysis of geo-speciﬁc temperature regimes, i.e.
how outdoor temperature aﬀects cooling system eﬃciency. The energy consumption of cooling systems, which is about 30 % [16,20] of the consumption of the
whole data center, may be optimized applying a joint optimization algorithm.
Another localization approach on the basis of local thermal proﬁles is discussed
in [21], where an optimization using a placement function is performed. The
placement of virtual resources on the basis of thermal-awareness ﬁnds its reﬂection in workload proﬁles, thus leading to a reduction in energy consumption.
In an earlier work [20], a power-thermal management framework is proposed on
the basis of a server consolidation approach to achieve overall minimization of
power consumption by means of a thermal manager. In this framework, thermal
measurement is presented to maintain one temperature threshold level in the
whole data center. The dependency between latency, power consumption, and
temperature is discussed in [22]: power consumption has a linear correlation with
latency of CPUs, but as far as CPU temperature and frequency parameters are
concerned, the relationship turns to be quadratic.
The paradigm of Green BPM deals with the achievement of overall infrastructural and collaborative sustainability and creation of new BPM standards,
yet with step-by-step evolution of existing standards and mechanisms [23]. In
addition, Berl et al. [12] mention that the popularity of business processes within
the business environment places an emphasis on the question of mapping business processes to the software and hardware resources regarding energy-aware
constraints and, therefore, becomes a novel research problem. According to the
authors, enhancement of existing models by adding environmental metrics and
by enrichment of planning optimization algorithms by additional Energy Indicators (EIs) are the key challenges to be addressed.
The adaptation towards environmental saving strategies may be considered
through four phases: strategy investigation in terms of EIs, process model adaptation and application of dynamic provisioning techniques, analysis of the runtime to meet green metrics, and monitoring of the indicators and metrics [24].
To perform such adaptation and to optimize business processes in terms of the
environmental impact the use of environment-aware business process patterns is
proposed in [25]. The authors state that the explicit application of Green BPM
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Table 1. An overview of related work
Ref.

Technology

Method

Component

Metrics

[9]

Clusters, Amazon EC2

Prediction, policy

Elastic site prototype

Workload

[10]

Cloud

Proactive, reactive scaling

Elastic Cloud controller

Performance,
workload

[11]

Data center

Heuristics, policy

Fast heuristics algorithms

Performance

[13]

IBM Cloud

Server consolidation

Monitoring infrastructure

Performance

[14]

Data center

Temperature, image
management

Green Cloud framework

Performance

[15]

Data center

Server consolidation, live
migration

VM-based energy-eﬃcient
data center

Performance

[16]

Data center

Voltage, frequency scaling,
dynamic shutdown

GreenCloud

Performance,
workload

[17]

Clusters, Cloud

Voltage, frequency scaling

Smart metering system

Performance

[18]

Data center

CO2 optimization

Carbon eﬃcient green
policy

Performance,
workload

[19]

Data center

Outside aircooling
optimization

Empirical cooling
eﬃciency model

Workload,
temperature

[20]

Data center

Temperature-aware resource
provisioning

Power thermal
management
Framework

Performance,
temperature

[21]

Clusters

Thermal-aware heuristics

Thermal-aware placement
algorithm

Workload,
temperature

[22]

Map-reduce clusters

Periodic optimization with
latest CPU temperatures

Temperature-aware power
allocation framework

Workload,
temperature

research is still in its beginning and the evaluation of the ecosystem sustainability, that can be achieved by means of green initiatives, remains a challenge.
In Table 1, we summarize approaches investigated in related research in Cloud
Computing regarding energy eﬃciency. Common methods can be distinguished
here: server consolidation and live migration, proactive and reactive resource
allocation, as well as voltage and frequency scaling, i.e. energy management. The
correlation between temperature, workload, and power consumption is explicitly
regarded: Optimization deals with the business model of data centres and their
ability to provide services in a way that reduces the trade-oﬀ between saving
energy and performance and workload metrics, decreasing cost expenses from
the user and data center sides. These approaches can be used to achieve energy
eﬃciency on the physical and virtual levels of Cloud infrastructures by aﬀecting
the scheduling and reasoning mechanisms in the Cloud.

3

Problem Statement

Green BPM implies the adaptation of existing Cloud Computing and BPM solutions by aggregating them with “green components”. On the basis of our investigation of the related work in the domain of energy eﬃciency and Green Computing initiatives, we are now able to set research objectives towards the extensions
of components that we use in ViePEP. We consider Cloud-based data centers
in terms of ICT infrastructure, and ViePEP as the basis towards the optimized
enactment of Elastic Processes. Accounting for the investigated variability of
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used techniques to approach green metrics, the main objective of resource allocation in Clouds remains the priority of a service delivery to the customers with
regard to SLAs and QoS.
In Sect. 1 we discussed that energy awareness is a major trend in European
research projects. One of the objectives of the ASCETiC project is to develop
a framework that considers energy eﬃciency metrics in the Cloud and to deal
with energy as a part of quality dimension of elasticity elaborated within SLAs.
The approach is to obtain an estimation of the energy consumption of particular
elements of the infrastructure during runtime. Here, EIs are divided into three
levels: application, virtual, and physical. The migration strategy is based on
accounting for energy probes, i.e. actual energy measurements.
Another project (CACTOS) uses heuristic algorithms to optimize the cost
function on the basis of predicted cost of energy consumption of VMs and on the
node level. This becomes a foundation for deployment planning. They propose
to use an EIs model that takes into account power consumption of starting VMs,
during migration process, and shutdowns.
The ECO2Clouds project considers diﬀerent metrics of power consumption of VMs and infrastructure through monitoring. The set of metrics include
infrastructural, virtualization, and application layer metrics. Data that is collected by these metrics is used to adapt the deployment and the runtime of an
application. The overall optimization process here is concentrated on maximization of use of the single physical resources, i.e. allocating VMs on the host that
features the highest energy consumption.
The overview of the European projects and related work showed common
approaches towards achieving energy eﬃciency. The purpose of the related work
analysis was to extract trends to improve ViePEP, which is a research Business
Process Management System (BPMS). Our previous work on ViePEP presented
a reasoning mechanism for scheduling and optimal resource leasing and releasing
from the user point of view, i.e. the overall optimization was conducted in order
to minimize cost [5]. We extend our previous work by extending Elastic Process
scheduling and resource allocation by the notion of energy eﬃciency. For this, we
also need to extend ViePEP by dedicated components which take into account
the energy eﬃciency problem from the service provider side.

4

Extension Mechanism for Energy Eﬃciency of BPM

ICT infrastructural resources can be classiﬁed into computational, storage, and
network resources. Elastic Processes are business processes that are realized on
the basis of such ICT infrastructural solutions and are able to react to dynamic
changes in the computational and business environment [2].
To realize Elastic Processes, a well-known approach from Autonomic Computing, namely the MAPE-K cycle [27] can be applied: to Monitor, Analyze,
Plan, and Execute processes based on a Knowledge Base. To map these steps of
the MAPE-K model onto a business process lifecycle, the following phases are
considered, which are performed by the administration of the used BPMS and
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Green Business Process Templates
Modelling

Design-Time Energy Indicators Integration

Energy Metrics Measurement
Energy Management
Implementation

Consolidation and Migration
Temperature-awareness
Monitoring of Energy Indicators

Enactment

Service Orchestration Optimization

Evaluation

Energy Indicators Visualization

Energy Metrics Predictor

Fig. 1. Extensions to the elastic process lifecycle phases to meet energy eﬃciency
demands (adapted from [6])

owners of the business processes: Plan step: process identiﬁcation and modelling
along with the overall process and single process step implementation; Execute
step: process enactment; Monitor step: process monitoring; Analyze step: postenactment evaluation. By applying the suggestions of the green business process
lifecycle to the work of Nowak et al. [6], we extend our current approach towards
optimization of Elastic Processes as it can be seen in Fig. 1.
The process of leasing and releasing of resources needs to be fulﬁlled by
adaptivity means of the BPMS (here: ViePEP). Thereby, decision making by
the BPMS regarding the use of ICT infrastructural resources must follow a MinMax approach: minimizing resource and cost, and maximizing quality. Energy
eﬃciency can be attributed to the QoS, while energy consumption expenses
aﬀect the overall cost optimization function. The Plan step includes the actual
process modeling and its implementation. Process modeling is the ﬁrst phase in
the Elastic Process lifecycle. The main task of this phase is to perform energyaware design of business processes. To compose a business process, a Green BP
Templates selector will be used with predeﬁned energy-aware metrics. A new
BPM stakeholder, the energy management oﬃcer, should be considered here.
Her main responsibility is to perform an energy audit within the enterprise,
identify Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) dealing with energy consumption
(i.e., EIs), and to take appropriate measures to fulﬁll these speciﬁed indicators.
Single process steps as well as the service orchestration need to have methods to incorporate the values of EIs within the design-time environment. EIs of
various types will be stored in the Energy Indicators Registry, applying to the
application level, VMs and physical machines. During business process composition, usage of energy metrics will be indicated via data that is received from
sensors (Energy Metrics Controller ) regarding speciﬁc parts of the infrastructure. Depending on the design of the business process, a pricing model will be
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adapted to diﬀerent energy proﬁles. During the business process implementation
phase, the optimization of the resource use with regard to energy eﬃciency can
be conﬁgured. The approaches to achieve energy eﬃciency on the physical level
(as shown in Table 1) can be associated with single process steps. Within this
phase, energy-aware scheduling and live migration can be performed, i.e. choosing physical hosts to deploy VMs. The energy-aware operation of VMs involves
dynamic management of VMs on the basis of EIs values. Energy metrics data
has to be associated with the business process instances, i.e. to be annotated.
Another optional phase of the process lifecycle is the certiﬁcation of a certain
business process model to conﬁrm its energy-consumption characteristics, e.g.,
by an accredited external party.
The Execute step correlates with the Monitor step of the MAPE-K model.
The enactment phase will involve extended monitoring. For process optimization at runtime, the executions of business process steps (in terms of Cloudbased services) are monitored. Monitoring data is available in the form of data
streams. This is followed by EI-driven process data analysis integrated with service composition re-planning which results in a near-optimal process service plan
with partial re-deployment at runtime. To achieve quantitative analysis, periodic
monitoring is to be performed during design-time, runtime, and post runtime.
The evaluation phase of the Elastic Process lifecycle corresponds to the Analyze step of the MAPE-K model. The phase uses received monitoring data to
reconﬁgure business processes. Runtime optimization based on the energy consumption allows dynamically changing a running process instance while being
executed. Alternatively, the data acquired at runtime of an instance can be analyzed for future runs of other instances of the process model. To accomplish this,
statistical processing will consider historical data and aim at the analysis of realtime data streams and events produced by the environment. The other need is to
establish the ability to customize process visualization according to user needs
and based on EIs. Future green initiatives may lead to a trade-oﬀ in cost and
quality of the provided services in terms of penalties which apply if a process
deadline can not be met. An according cost optimization function reﬂects the
ﬁnancial streams that are generated from the activities that are arranged to gain
energy eﬃciency.

5

Enactment of Energy-Eﬃcient Elastic Processes
by Means of ViePEP

In general, ViePEP aims at the cost-eﬃcient enactment of Elastic Processes. For
an overview of the main components, refer to [5,7].
In order to take into account energy-eﬃciency, it is necessary to extend
ViePEP by according software components (see Fig. 2) as well as enable energyeﬃcient scheduling and resource allocation.
On the lowest level, an additional output from the Backend VMs regarding
energy metrics will be received by the Energy Metrics Controller. The monitoring aspect will be regarded during design-time: The Process Manager will be
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Fig. 2. Extensions to ViePEP to meet energy eﬃciency demands

extended by an interface to an energy-aware Green BP Templates selector in
order to have the possibility to choose another alternative of a business process,
taking into account energy considerations. The Energy Indicators Registry aims
at the integration of the information about EIs into a business process instance.
The Backend Watchdog will be supplemented by the subcomponent Energy Indicators Monitoring to specify the inﬂuence on the energy eﬃciency and to monitor
dependencies of various actions on the Elastic Process steps. The Reasoner component performs the optimization of the complete business process and overall
Cloud infrastructure landscape. The Energy Manager is a supplement component to the Reasoner, and will consider an energy-eﬃcient execution of business
processes by allocating resources on-demand with regard to EIs and objective
energy proﬁles.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

The use of Cloud-based Elastic Processes provides the means of dynamic deployment of business processes onto ICT infrastructural resources. To address the
problem of consolidation of Cloud and BPM, an application of a MinMax
optimization approach is needed: minimization of capital and infrastructure
expenses, maximization of ﬂexibility and reaction towards rapid changes of the
demands of the customers.
The comment on the related research in the ﬁeld of Business Process Enactment on the basis of Cloud Elasticity established a foundation for the research
plan of improving our research BPMS for Elastic Processes – ViePEP – with
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the means to take into account energy eﬃciency aspects. A mechanism of consolidation of Cloud Elasticity to use energy eﬃciency techniques was discussed
on the basis of the general requirements of Green Computing and Green BPM
principles.
The general barriers towards green initiatives can be explicitly divided into
structural and ﬁnancial. Structural barriers describe the fragmentation of the
Cloud market. Small data centers are not cost-eﬀective enough to invest in energy
eﬃciency aspects. Therefore, a union of small data centers may be ﬁnancially
more attractive. The other major problem is the lack of an international protocol
document regarding measurement of energy eﬃciency in data centers. This leads
to the absence of real stimulus to use energy-eﬃcient domain equipment and
controllers. High initial expenses to reconﬁgure old and buy new equipment and
long pay-oﬀ period are also considered as a barrier. Additionally, data centers
do not account for the ﬁnancial beneﬁts dealing with the energy eﬃciency in
their ﬁnancial streams. Consequently, success in achieving energy eﬃciency is
implied by evolutionary approaches of comfortable step-by-step integration of
green principles into existing systems.
In our future work, we want to take into account energy eﬃciency during the
Plan and Execute steps of the MAPE-K model. The design of energy-eﬃcient
business processes is challenging in terms of the application of Green Business
Process patterns [25,26]. During enactment energy eﬃciency needs to be taken
into account as another constraint for scheduling and resource allocation. Finally,
the Monitor and Analyze steps of the MAPE-K model should be improved by
means of accounting for KPIs of green initiatives, namely EIs.
Acknowledgment. This paper is supported by TU Wien research funds.
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